A notion of inverse commands is de ned for a language with a weakest precondition semantics, permitting both demonic and angelic nondeterminism as well as miracles and nontermination. Every conjunctive and terminating command is invertible, the inverse being non-miraculous and disjunctive. A simulation relation between commands is described using inverse commands. A generalized form of inverse is de ned for arbitrary conjunctive commands. The generalized inverses are shown to be closely related to strongest postconditions.
Introduction
The weakest precondition caluculus of Dijkstra 14] originally con ned itself to the language of guarded commands, containing only executable program constructs. Later extensions have added speci cation constructs, permitting unbounded nondeterminism (Back 1, 2]), miracles (Morris 23 ], Morgan 20] , Nelson 24 ], Back 5] ) and angelic nondeterminism (Back 6 ], Back and Wright 9] ). This way the weakest precondition calculus has been extended to non-executable program constructs. In addition to making the calculus mathematically simpler, this has made it possible to treat e.g., arbitrary input-output speci cations, data re nement and parallel programs within the same calculus. The weakest precondition calculus is the basis for the re nement calculus, invented by Back 1, 2] and further developed by Back 4] , Morgan 22] and Morris 23] .
Identifying statements with their weakest precondition predicate transformers makes the language a subset of the complete lattice of monotonic predicate transformers, thus permitting lattice-based reasoning about programs 23, 9] . We follow this by now reasonably well established tradition, writing S(Q) rather than wp(S; Q) for the weakest precondition of statement S with respect to predicate Q.
The weakest precondition calculus is a calculus of total correctness. Partial correctness can be studied through weakest liberal preconditions (wlp) or strongest postcondition (sp). Generally, wlp has been used, often in association with wp in order to give a more ne-grained semantics, while strongest postconditions has not been used very much. Strongest postconditions are theoretically investigated by deBakker 13] . The relation between strongest postcondition and weakest precondition is close to a relation of inversion; Back 4] gives postulates that characterize this relation.
The idea of program inversion goes back to Dijkstra 15] and Gries 18] . A program S ?1 is the (true) inverse of the program S if it computes the input of S, given the output. This means that S is not invertible if its input is not de ned uniquely by its output. This idea has recently Abo Akademi University, Departmentof Computer Science, Lemmink aisenkatu14, SF-20520 Turku, Finland y Swedish School of Economics and Business Administration, Biblioteksgatan 16, SF-65100 Vasa, Finland been given a more formal treatment by Chen and Udding 12] who give proof rules for program inversion.
By permitting angelic nondeterminism we can consider a program to be invertible even though its input is not uniquely determined by its output. In this paper we de ne a notion of inverse commands in the following way: S ?1 is the inverse of S if S ?1 ; S skip S; S ?1 where is the re nement relation. This is a generalization of true inverses; if S is functional then S ?1 is the inverse function of S. We show how inverse commands can be computed directly in the command lattice de ned by Back and Wright in 9] and how ordinary program constructs are inverted. We also show how a simulation relation between commands can be characterized using inverse commands. Inverses exist only for commands which are always terminating and conjunctive. We de ne an extension of inverses, generalized inverses which exist for all conjunctive commands. The command S ? is de ned to be a generalized inverse of S if S ? inverts S whenever S terminates. Generalized inverses are not unique, but every conjunctive command has a unique least generalized inverse. We give rules for computing generalized inverses directly and we show how generalized inverses are closely related to strongest postconditions. We also show how the re nement relation between conjunctive commands can be characterized in a total correctness formula involving generalized inverses, thus permitting generalized inverses to replace strongest postconditions in the re nement calculus 4].
Organization of the paper The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a short description of the command language C, de ned in 9, 8] . This command langauge contains all monotonic predicate transformers. We show how ordinary speci cation and program constructs can be de ned in C. Our presentation of the language improves that of 9, 8] in that some de nitions have been simpli ed. In Section 3, we de ne the concept of inverse command and show existence and uniqueness properties. We give rules for computing inverses and show how inverses can be used to describe data re nement between commands, a topic which will be treated in more detail in an accompanying paper 10]. In Section 4 we de ne generalized inverses and show how a generalized inverse can be computed for an arbitrary conjunctive command. In Section 5 we show that a generalized inverse of a conjunctive command S is very similar to the strongest postcondition predicate transformer of S. We also characterize the re nement relation between conjunctive commands using a total correctness formula involving generalized inverses. Finally, Section 6 contains some concluding remarks.
The lattice-based command language
We assume that the concepts of partial orders and lattices (complete, distributive and boolean lattices) are familiar, as presented in e.g. 11, 17] , as well as the weakest precondition technique of 14].
We will use the following identity which holds in any boolean lattice (:x denotes the boolean inverse of the element x):
x :y _ z , x^y z (1) If L is a lattice and K any set, then the set of total functions from K to L is a lattice, with the pointwise extension of the partial order on L:
The monotonic (order-preserving) functions from one lattice L to another lattice L 0 form a lattice, denoted L ! L 0 ]. It is complete whenever L 0 is complete. Given these de nitions, we can treat predicates much in the same way as we treat ordinary rst-order formulas. In particular we note that for arbitrary u, d and Q, 8u:Q Q 9u:Q (2) 8u:
Predicate transformers
Predicate transformers We now de ne predicate transformers as total functions on Pred.
We write Mtran is the predicate that holds for exactly those initial states for which S is guaranteed to succeed in establishing Q. This is, in essence, the weakest precondition semantics of 14], extended to the larger set of program constructs considered here. We identify commands with their associated predicate transformers, thus we write S(Q) rather than t S (Q).
The meaning of a command S is de ned as follows, for any Q 2 Pred:
Operational Re nement of commands Since the commands are given a weakest precondition interpretation, the partial order on C is the re nement relation introduced by Back 1, 2] and later used in 23, 16] . We de ne total correctness of a command S with respect to precondition P and postcondition Q, written P S]Q, as follows:
P S]Q def = P S(Q) Then S S 0 holds if and only if S 0 preserves the total correctness of S. Thus S 0 is a re nement of S, in the sense that S 0 satis es any speci cation that S satis es. In the restricted context of conjunctive nonmiraculous commands and bounded nondeterminism the re nement order is essentially the same as the Smyth order 26], as pointed out by Back 3] and Plotkin 25] .
Distributivity properties of commands Below we list some distributivity properties of commands that will be needed later on. The index i may range over an arbitrary index set I .
(î S i ); S =î (S i ; S) (7)
The proofs of these properties are straighforward, using the de nitions of meets and joins and the fact that all commands are monotonic.
Command constructors If T (X ) is an expression built up of primitive commands, constructors and the symbol X then the function T = X :T (X ) is a command constructor on C.
By construction, T is a monotonic function, i.e.,
This is the subcomponent replacement property which is very useful in the top-down re nement of programs.
Sublanguages and completeness
The command language introduces a number of new features into the weakest precondition approach which are not present in the original guarded command language of 14]. We will here characterize these features in somewhat more detail and identify a number of sublanguages of C based on these features.
Dijkstra originally proposed ve healthiness conditions that every statement language would have to satisfy. Of these, only the monotonicity condition is satis ed by all commands in C, and, by the completeness result above, turns out to be the de ning characteristics for the predicate transformers generated by the command language. Each of the new features added to the language breaks one or more of the original healthiness conditions formulated by Dijkstra in 14] . The fact that we permit arbitrary meets means that the assumption of bounded nondeterminism is not satis ed, the miraculous commands violate the "Law of Excluded Miracle" and the angelic choice violates the conjunctivity condition.
Sublanguages of C Let us make the following de nitions, for any S 2 C: We call S(false) the domain of miracles and S(true) the domain of termination of S. A command that is both conjunctive and disjunctive is called deterministic (this de nition of determinism is justi ed in 7] .
These four properties are independent of each other. Thus there are 16 di erent ways of combining them. Indexing C with some of the symbols for these properties denotes a sublanguage where all commands are required to have the properties in question. Thus, for example, C > _ is the set of all always terminating disjunctive commands. The guarded commands of Dijkstra belong to the language C ? , i.e., all non-miraculous conjunctive commands. The language C ?> _ , the most restrictive of these all, consists of all non-miraculous and always terminating deterministic commands.
Below we list two additional associativity properties of commands (to be compared with (8) and (9)). The index i may range over an arbitrary nonempty index set I .
Dual commands Since commands are predicate transformers, every command S has a dual command S , de ned by
The duality operator is investigated in more detail in 9]. The duality operator changes both strictness and the kind of nondeterminism, so that e.g. (C ? ) = C > _ . We have the following fundamental dualies in the command language:
This shows how duality interchanges the possibility for non-termination with the possibility of miracles, as well as interchanging demonic and angelic nondeterminism.
Completeness of the command language By de nition, each command corresponds to a monotonic predicate transformer. Conversly, it turns out that every monotonic predicate transformer can be constructed as a command, as shown in 9].
Lemma 1 The (monotonic) predicate transformers in Mtran are exactly those that can be constructed as commands in C.
Note that the completeness of the command language is bought at a certain price: we have to permit in nitary constructs in our language, so a command need not necessarily have a nite syntactic representation.
In 7] we also show completeness results for a number of sublanguages of C. We note here the result for the languages C^and C > , which will be used later on. Lemma 2 The commands in C^and C > can be constructed as follows:
(i) Every conjunctive command can be constructed using the primitive commands hu = di, hu di and hd=ui and the constructors ; and^.
(ii) Every conjunctive and always terminating command can be constructed using the primitive commands hu di and hd=ui and the constructors ; and^.
Speci cation and program constructs in the command language
The command language constructs are quite low level, and not as such very usable in program derivations. We will show in this section how to de ne more useful derived constructs in the command language. These constructs are de ned as abbreviations for certain compound commands in C.
The derived constructs provide us with very powerful tools for describing computations. Not all of these constructs are necessary computable. For instance, all input-output speci cations can be expressed directly by derived constructs. Ordinary program statements, such as the guarded commands in 14] can be expressed as commands. These form a very restricted sublanguage of C.
We assume below that there is a language for de ning predicates, such as the usual rst-order predicate calculus with equality.
Assert commands and guards Let P be an arbitrary predicate and let u = var(P). Then we de ne the assert command fPg and its dual, the guard The predicate transformers for these commands can be computed from the de nition. They are h^u:Pi(Q) = 8u:(P ) Q) h_u:Pi(Q) = 9u:(P^Q):
The demonic update command is a possibly miraculous and always terminating demonic choice command. It will nondeterministically assigns suitable values to the variables u to establish the condition P. If this is not possible, the command succeeds miraculously. Dually, the angelic update command is a non-miraculous but possibly nonterminating angelic choice command. It will choose some value for the variable u that establishes the condition P, if this is possible. If it is not possible, the command aborts.
We note that the update commands can be described in the following simple way:
h^u:Pi = h^u:truei; P] (13) h_u:Pi = h_u:truei; fPg (14) Assignment The ordinary multiple assignment command is de ned using e.g. the demonic assignment: It is generalized to an arbitrary number of alternatives:
Recursion and iteration Let X be a command variable and let T (X ) be a command constructed out of X together with the basic commands and constructors of C. Then X :T (X )
is monotonic function on a complete lattice. Thus the least xed point of this function exists in C. We let the recursive composition X :T (X ) denote this least xpoint. This de nition is generalized by an inductive argument to the case when the expression T (X ) itself contains recursive composition.
The greatest xpoint X :T (X ) of X :T (X ) also exists. Least and greatest xpoints are duals in the following sense:
( X :T (X )) = X :T (X ) where we de ne T (S) = (T(S )) for every command S.
Note that there is no need to introduce an explicit recursion constructor into the command language, as X :T (X ) is just an abbreviation for a command that already exists. This is one of the main payo s from permitting the in nite meets and joins in our command language.
The In this section we de ne a more general notion of inverse command that permits an arbitrary command in C > to be inverted. We note in passing that we could construct a dual theory by using re nements in the opposite direction in the de nition above. However, as shown below, the above de nition has the advantage that the original commands are less exotic (they are conjunctive) than the inverses (which are disjunctive).
Properties of inverse commands
The following theorem shows when inverse commands exist.
Theorem 1 (Existence and uniqueness) Let S be a command in C.
(i) S ?1 is unique if it exists.
(ii) S ?1 exists if and only if S 2 C > .
(iii) S ?1 2 C ?
_ if it exists. Proof (i) Assume that S 0 ; S skip S; S 0 and S 00 ; S skip S; S 00 . Then S 0 = S 0 ; skip S 0 ; S; S 00 skip; S 00 = S 00 and S 00 = S 00 ; skip S 00 ; S; S 0 skip; S 0 = S 0 and thus S 0 = S 00 since is a partial order.
(ii) We rst show that if S 2 C > then S has the inverse S 0 de ned by
To show this, let P be an arbitrary predicate. Then meaning that skip 6 S; S ?1 . This contradicts the assumption that S ?1 is the inverse of S. Therefore, S has an inverse only if S 2 C^. That completes the proof of the only if-part and of (ii).
(iii) This can be proved in the same way as part (ii) above. We omit the proof since the same result is obtained as a direct consequence of Theorem 3 below. 2 Thus the inverse command is de ned only for conjunctive and always terminating commands and it is then unique.
We have the following characterization of inverse commands. Figure 2 commutes (where inv denotes taking inverses and dual denotes taking duals).
Computing the inverse of a command
The following theorem shows that inverses of commands can be computed compositionally. 
Inverses of program constructs
Applying Theorem 3, we now compute the inverse of program constructs, de ned in section 2.4. We consider those program constructs that are always terminating. Lemma 
A conditional composition is not always terminating. However, if the disjunction of the guards is always true and the components are always terminating, it can be inverted. i ; fb i g) 2 
Coordinate transformation and re nement
Consider two commands, S and S 0 . We want to model the intuitive idea that S 0 is constructed from S by changing the way in which the program state is represented, i.e., by a coordinate transformation on the state space. Encoding and decoding The basic idea is to introduce an encoding command E that computes the representation 0 of each state . We require that E 2 C > , i.e., it is always terminating and demonic (but it may be miraculous). The inverse of E is the decoding command E ?1 .
We say that a command S is re ned by S 0 through the encoding E, denoted S E S 0 , if S E; S 0 ; E ?1 : (17) If S is regarded as a speci cation and S 0 as an implementation then E can be regarded as a simulation relation, as illustrated by the diagram in Figure 3 .
We note that by the properties of inverse commands, the following three characterizations are equivalent to (17) (20) In 10] we extend the command language with commands that introduce and delete variables from the state. We investigate the re nement relation E in more detail, showing how it is useful for describing data re nement.
Example We shall exemplify the idea of a coordinate transformation using the relation E by a simple example.
Let us consider a program S working on the global variables (polar coordinates in the plane) and r, with the restrictions 0 < 2 and r 0. The coordinate transformation that we are interested in is a re ection in the unit circle. It can be expressed as an encoding command E : r > 0]r := 1=r Calculating the inverse yields E ?1 : fr > 0gr := 1=r (note the treatment of the origo where the transformation is unde ned: E terminates miraculously while E ?1 aborts). We consider the following example commands S 1 : := + =2 S 2 : r := 2r 
Existence of generalized inverses
We show that every conjunctive command has a least generalized inverse. To prove that S ? is the least generalized inverse of S, we rst note that choosing Q = false in (21) we have 
Now assume that S 0 is another generalized inverse of S. Because skip P]; fPg for all predicates P, we get Since fS(true)g = ftrueg = skip for S 2 C > we have that inverses and generalized inverses coincide in C > : Lemma 8 If S 2 C > then S ?1 is the unique generalized inverse of S.
Thus the generalized inverse is really a generalization of the concept of inverse. A generalized inverse of S acts as an inverse whenever S is terminating.
Computing generalized inverses
In Theorem 3 the inverse for the primitive commands hu di and hd=ui are given. The following theorem gives the generalized inverse for hu = di and compositional rules for sequential composition and meets. Since every command in C^can be constructed using these primitives and constructors, the theorem gives us a way of computing a generalized inverse for an arbitrary command in C^. 1 need not be the least generalized inverse of S 1^S2 . As counterexample for meet we can choose S 1 to be abort and S 2 to be skip. As counterexample for sequential composition we can choose S 1 to be x := 0^x := 1 and S 2 to be ( x = 0]skip)^( x = 1]abort). In both cases the lack of compositionality is caused by the fact that a demonic choice between nontermination and termination is in fact no choice at all, since nontermination is always chosen.
Generalized inverses of command constructors If T (X ) is an expression built up of commands from C^and the symbol X then T = X :T (X ) is a command constructor on C^. We 
Generalized inverses of program constructs
We now compute generalized inverses for those program constructs that are conjunctive but not always terminating. Generalized inverse of recursion We now consider recursion. Let T be a command constructor on C^. Then X :T (X ) can be constructed as follows 4]:
(actually, we only need the join of all ordinals up to some ordinal 0 which depends only on the cardinality of the state space) where T is de ned for all ordinals as follows:
The following Lemma now shows how to construct a generalized inverse to X :T (X ). Lemma 10 Assume that T is a command constructor on C^and let T ? be a generalized inverse of T . Then X :T ? (X ) is a generalized inverse of X :T (X ). In this section we show how the concept of generalized inverse is closely related to the concept of strongest postcondition.
Strongest postconditions
The strongest postcondition of a statement S with respect to a precondition P is intuitively characterized in the following way 14, 18]: sp(S; Q) is the strongest predicate such that execution of S with Q holding in the initial state implies that sp(S; Q) holds on termination. 
Strongest postconditions and generalized inverses
We now show that for an arbitrary conjunctive command S, S ? (Q) has the same properties as sp(S; Q). The correspondence between strongest postcondition and generalized inverse is not complete since the generalized inverse is not uniquely de ned. However, it turns out that the characterization theorem for the re nement relation can be formulated using generalized inverses instead of strongest postconditions.
We rst reformulate the inductive characterization of strongest postconditions given in (26) We nish by proving the characterization theorem for re nements within the framework of generalized inverses. This result is a reformulation of (36). We have shown that it is possible to de ne the inverse of a command in a way that is more general than a true (functional) inverse, permitting all conjunctive and terminating commands to be inverted. The inverse of a command S can intuitively be interpretated as the relational inverse, with angelic nondeterminism instead of demonic and with partiality interpretated as nontermination instead of miracles. Inverses are compositional in the sense that the inverse of an arbitrary command can be calculated by inverting its subcomponents separately. The properties of inverses makes it possible to de ne a simulation relation between commands using inverses. This is generalized to cover data re nement in 10] where the command language is extended with commands that add and delete variables from the state space. We generalized the notion of inverses by de ning S ? to be the generalized inverse of a conjunctive possibly nonterminating command S if S ? inverts S whenever S terminates. Generalized inverses were shown to be compositionally calculatable but not unique (although there always is a least generalized inverse). We also showed that generalized inverses possess properties that make them behave as strongest postcondition predicate transformers. This let us formulate the characterization theorem for re nement 4] without postulating separate properties for strongest postconditions.
The connection between our inverses and program inversion in the traditional sense is investigated further in 27].
